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Outline
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Multiversioning for Homogeneous 
Architectures

 Code multiversioning has been proved useful for 
homogeneous architectures
 Dynamic adaptation to system workload changes
 Best performance across different microarchitectures
 Reducing search time for evaluating program 

optimizations
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Multiversioning for 
Heterogeneous Architectures

 Heterogeneous arch. add a new dimension
 Processing elements (PE) with different characteristics
 Applications behave different on each PE
 Different ISAs may coexist

 Opportunity for dynamic code scheduling
 Adaptability: allows to optimize system parameters 

(performance, power, etc.)
 Requires system profiling information
 Benefits: adaptive applications and libraries
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Current Limitations
 “Traditional” view for heterogeneous architectures

 Accelerators (intensive computation): GPU
 Control processor (accelerator management): CPU

 Waste of processing power
 Benefit from dynamic scheduling using all the PEs. 

Example: IBM Roadrunner (~7k Opteron, ~13k Cell)

 GPUs are still running a single application
 Traditional usage for games and visualization
 Open to new applications thanks to CUDA
 Multiprogramming becomes a need
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Objectives

 System throughput improvement using dynamic 
code scheduling on a CPU/GPU system
 Fully use all its computation power (CPU and GPU)

 To allow multiprogramming in a CPU/GPU 
architecture

 Study scheduling algorithms for such a system
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Dynamic Predictive Scheduling

 Why do we need dynamic predictive scheduling?
 Best fitting PE depends on the code, the input and the 

system current workload

 Example (matrix multiplication on single-CPU/GPU):

Matrix multiplication
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Scheduler Design

process process

scheduling runtime

OS

HW

 Framework for a 
multiprogrammed 
environment

 User-level
 Shared library
 Simplified development
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Scheduler Design

 Granularity
 Function-level

 Function versioning
 Orthogonal to the 

scheduling problem

 Explicit data transfer
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Usage Example

void
matmul(float* A, float *B, float *C, int N);

void matmul_cpu(float* A, float* B, float *C, int N);
void matmul_gpu(float* A, float* B, float *C, int N);

class MatmulFunc : public Func {
  void run(PE::Type peType, Args* args) {
    MatmulArgs* a = (MatmulArgs*) args;
    switch (peType) {
    case PE::CPU:
      matmul_cpu(a->A,a->B,a->C,a->N);
      break;
    case PE::GPU:
      matmul_gpu(a->A,a->B,a->C,a->N);
      break;
    }
  }
};

CallScheduler* cs = CallScheduler::getInstance();
MatmulFunc* f = new MatmulFunc;
MatmulArgs* a = new MatmulArgs(A,B,C,N);
cs->schedule(f,a);

matmul(A,B,C,N);

1. Obtain both the CPU and the GPU versions from a current implementation

2. Change calls to that function by a request to the scheduler (+ wrapper)

versioning (CUDA, MCUDA)

compiler-generated

original code

resulting code
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Scheduling Algorithms

1.First-free algorithms
 Select the first-free PE in the system

2.Predictive algorithms
 CPU/GPU performance prediction
 Waiting time prediction (load balancing)
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First-free Algorithms

1.First-free FIFO GPU (ff-fifo-gpu)
 Select the first free PE (if all busy, then select the 

GPU)

2.First-free FIFO round-robin (ff-fifo-rrk:1,k)
 Select one PE k times for each time the other is 

selected
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Predictive Algorithms

 History GPU (history-gpu)
 Maintain a performance history table for every pair 

<function,PE>
 Compute a PE set where the task is allowed to execute
 Select the first free PE from that set. In case all are 

busy, select the GPU

 Avoid choosing a poor <function,PE> combination

GPU history
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allowed PE={ pei∣∀ j : time  f , pe ik∗time  f , pe j}
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Predictive Algorithms

 Estimate history (estimate-hist)

1.Performance history table for every pair <function,PE>

2.Predict the waiting time for a new task in each PE's 
queue

3.Assign the task to the queue with the minimum waiting 
time

 Tries to reduce load unbalance
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Methodology
 Benchmarks

1.Parboil Benchmark Suite (UIUC)
 cp (VMD)
 sad (H264)

2.FTDock (protein alignment)
 Uses Fast Fourier Transform

3.Matrix multiplication

 System
 Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz
 NVIDIA Geforce 8600 GTS / 8800 GTX (PCIe x16)
 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 (2.6.18)

Benchmark's 
shortname

Cp

Sad

Ftdock

Matmul
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Methodology

 Concurrent execution of benchmarks 
combinations (N

MP
: multiprogramming level)

 Example: mmfs (N
MP 

= 4)

 Representative subset from the whole set

 Measures
 Execution time (wall-clock time, speedup over the 

GPU in batch execution mode)
 Traces → scheduler overhead
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CPU-GPU multiprogrammed 
performance

 Benchmarks typically perform better in GPU

 Some combinations perform similar in CPU/GPU
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Performance Speedup for N
MP

=4
 First-free algorithms have a non-constant performance

 Predictive algorithms achieve up to 20-30% speedup over batch mode 
execution on the GPU

Baseline is 
GPU batch 
execution
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Performance Speedup for N
MP

=6
 Predictive algorithms increase the speedup up to 30-40%

 estimate-hist does not overperform history-gpu

Baseline is 
GPU batch 
execution
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PE's Queue Usage

 PE usage is increased with more concurrent tasks

Number of tasks waiting in PEs queues upon the arrival of a new task
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Task Distribution

 Prediction algorithms achieve a better CPU/GPU 
balance

Task execution distribution between both PEs (CPU-GPU)
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Conclusions

 CPU/GPU multiprogrammed environment
 Multiversioning + dynamic scheduling

 Dynamic scheduling improves system throughput
 Up to 40% speedup over batch execution on the GPU

 Throughput increases as N
MP

 does

 Predictive algorithms outperforms first-free ones
 Scheduler overhead is less than 0.1%
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Future Work
 Analyze the influence of data inputs on 

scheduling and performance
 Add data input characteristics and run-time 

performance information (HW counters) to train 
the predictive model

 Collective profiling from multiple users
 Increase prediction accuracy
 Integrate our predictive scheduler with the 

Linux kernel for greater flexibility
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Heterogeneous Architectures
CPU + NVIDIA G80

 Processing elements with different purposes 
and/or characteristics

 NVIDIA G80 (CUDA)
 “General-purpose” GPU

 Up to 128 processors
 Programming model

 Kernel-calling
 Explicit DMA transfer

 Widely available
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CUDA Execution Model

 Grid-like execution
 Grid made of blocks
 Block made of threads

 Concurrent execution 
for thousand of threads
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Prediction Accuracy

 As the number of concurrent processes increases, 
the accuracy decreases
 Especially for the CPU
 estimate-hist suffers from this loss of acuracy

 Keep some cores off the scheduling system
 Give them to other parts of the application and/or other 

processes

 Use prediction accuracy in the scheduling decision
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